Letter of Motivation
To:
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Germany in >City, Country<
Subject: Motivation letter for Bachelor Program in Biomedical Engineering
Dear officials of the German embassy in xxxxx,
My name is xxxx xxxx, I am from xxxx and I was born in xxxx. I graduated from xxxx secondary school,
xxxx city, xxxx with a grade of xx,xx% (Note: x,x sehr gut) in the science section. I am writing this letter
to express my motivations in applying for a study visa to pursue my study in Germany as medical
engineer.
I have great interest studding biomedical engineering because it is a field that connects between two
sciences medicine and engineering that I developed interest in. Medical technology is considered an
advanced and developed field in Germany, that’s why the health care system in Germany considers as
one of the best systems in the world. This field specifically is considered to be a flexible field offering
great chances to get modernized and developed as it produced 12,263 patents for medical technology
submitted in 2016 to the EU patent office, Munich. Moreover it includes a wide range of medical
devices reaching to 400,000 different medical devices that allows the students and graduates to
develop product devices that help to prevent, diagnose and treat diseases. The career and future
prospects are a major encouraging factor due to the great job market opportunities and increasing
demand for specialized people in this field.
I decided to study in Germany in (FH Aachen / University of Applied Sciences, Department of Medical
Engineering) for many reasons. First of all the advancements in education and the top quality which
earns the students internationally renowned degrees in many countries including xxxx specifically in
the field of medical Engineering that I am aiming to study. One of great advantages in this program is
the education focuses on both ways the theoretical and practical, which readies up students for their
career. Moreover, Germany is one of leader countries in medical equipment’s companies, and this give
me a good chance to make my internship by one of these companies during my education.
Germany is a safe country for international students and has wonderful nature. It has also stable
economically and politically conditions that make it a first destination for many students from all the
world. Currently, there are more than 2.7 million students in Germany, more than 300,000 foreign
students among them. In addition, Germany is geographically close to xxxx compare to the USA or
Canada. Studding in Germany gives me a great opportunity learning new language near my Arabic and
English languages that grant me a great benefits in xxxx market when I come back home.
To start my education in FH Aachen, I have to obtain a suitable German language certificate as a
required condition for FH Aachen admission. To reach this certificate, I get a seat in the xxxx
Studienkolleg /xxxx School in xxxx, there I am planning to learn my German language from A1 to B2
levels and preparation year (Studienkolleg/10 months). This institute considers on of the best institutes
that prepares foreign students to admit German universities, it has a very qualified teachers in
addition, Over 80% of the regularly participating students successfully passed the preliminary
examinations.
I am grateful for considering my application and I look forward to a favorable reply.
Sincerely,
Name and Surname of the Applicant

